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Now that Halloween’s over, it’s time for Christmas commercials to start! Who needs Thanksgiving anyway? That’s so 1863...

By Trixie McGuff

Deerfield Police Officer Pulls 
Old Woman Over for “Reckless 
Driving”

Student Wears Pocahontas 
Costume, No One Offended

Every day, the janitors come up from Custodia to 
stack every chair in the lunch room on top of the tables. 
But this stacking time is becoming earlier and earlier—
so much so that Flipside reporters decided to investigate 
the problem. Recent studies show that the average time 
at which a first stacking occurs is at 12:17 p.m., almost 
an hour before the final lunch 
period ends. 

“I haven’t even opened my 
bag of Gardetto’s by the time 
they start putting the chairs on 
the tables,” said sophomore 
Sami Willicker. “I’m consid-
ering moving to the CCRC 
because I just feel so pressured 
to finish my lunch every day.”

But The Flipside has 
discovered that this premature 
chair-stacking is much more 
than the acts of an overachiev-
ing custodial staff. It is in fact 
part of a conspiracy that can 
be traced all the way to 1600 
Pennsylvania Avenue, Wash-
ington D.C. Deerfield’s “janitors” are actually agents of 
Michelle Obama’s campaign to end childhood obesity 
in America. 

“I’m just doing what I was told,” said a nervous 
James Hatcher, the DHS’ head custodian. “They told me 
that the faster we stack the chairs, the less the students 
will want to eat.”

However, the plan seems to backfiring at DHS. 
Students are being forced to shovel down their lunches 
as fast as they can, causing their metabolisms to slow 
down. And the drive-by caf is certainly not helping the 
cause. Since the new area opened last week, students 

are leaving the cafeteria in record time (cookie sales 
have also soared 137%, but that’s a different story). 
They are no longer taking the time to enjoy the ketchup 
ceiling stains from the Great Food Fight of ’09, the 
beautiful views of the staff parking lot, or find the 
disappearing Legend of Zelda branded trays. 

What’s more, the 
library has noticed 
a boom of students 
coming to study once 
the chair-stacking 
starts. This leads us to 
believe that it is linked 
to something even 
bigger than Michelle 
Obama: China. It is 
now believed that Presi-
dent Barak Obama’s 
approval of the First 
Lady’s health initiatives 
is rooted in his plan to 
catch American students 
up to the level of our 
Chinese counterparts.

The conspiracy is, however, benefitting the janitors. 
Our investigators discovered that once the last student 
leaves the lunchroom, the janitors crank up a boombox, 
clear out the tables, and make the cafeteria into a dance 
floor. For them, faster chair stacking means better dance 
parties.

But for the students, the chair-stacking problem at 
DHS has no end in sight. If you are interested in ending 
this torture to the student body here and to students at 
schools all across the nation, PLEASE, sign the online 
petition at: www.ilikethefeelingofbeingoutofbreathaf-
teriwalkupaflightofstairs.org.

The Premature Chair-Stacking in Lunchroom: Behind the Conspiracy
By Iris Pennington-Smith and Hugh Jass

3 pennies

 A “Free the Lady-
bugs” t-shirt

A baggie of figs

4 pieces of half-
eaten Lifesavers

A business card from 
“Mandy’s Magic Fingers” 

A first-generation 
iPod shuffle

One live toad

30 copies of The Flipside

A candy cane

Kim Kardashian Gets Divorced, 
Nobody Surprised Except 
Husband



REBUS PUZZLES

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU

“ITVQTA GYQ MTQGD FA GWJJ XAJJ VQR XYIX W IF IJJ IKQRX FQTAV. W FAIT, CRDX JQQM 

YQG GAJJ FV JWTA QP SQOWIH-WTDBWZAO XQA ZWTUD ITO YQFAQBIXYWH HYWJOZAT’D 

FAOWHIXWQTD IZA DAJJWTU QT YQFA DYQBBWTU TAXGQZM.” ~XWTI PAV

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to decode the 
message or quote below.    HINT: X=T
Congratulations to last issue’s winner: Ellen Kerschke

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in circles 
to answer the final question.

Last issue’s answers: PREFER, DRIES, AWARE, ANTHEM
What the painting said when it was arrested: I WAS FRAMED

Last issue’s answers: WARLOCK, BEETLE JUICE, SNICKERS, SPIDER 
WEB

Last issue’s answer:  “I USE THE WORD TOTALLY TOO MUCH. I nEED TO CHAnGE IT UP AnD USE A WORD THAT IS DIFFEREnT BUT HAS THE SAME 
MEAnInG. MITCH DO YOU LIKE SUBMARInE SAnDWICHES? ALL-EnCOMPASSInGLY...” ~MITCH HEDBURG

NOTE: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being 
satirized. Remember, these are all jokes. 

To contact us, email 121chamberlain-simon@student.dist113.org. 
For more information and more content, visit dhsflipside.com. 

THE FLIPSIDE CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE: Solve the Cryptogram, write down your name, and then find and 
give your copy of The Flipside to Maddie Ambrose. There will be a drawing to see who will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt!

The Flipside is always looking for new writers, puzzle makers, and distributors. 
E-mail us if you’re interested. Really, we want your help.

QUOTE “This Halloween I went trick-or-trea...I mean I went to a really cool party!”
-Freshmen everywhere

NUMB3RS

JUMBLEFill in the grid so each
column, row, and 3x3 box has 
the numbers 1 through 9.LEVEL: pH 11

149
Number of Cardinals fans at DHS after the 
World Series.

6
Number of actual Cardinals fans at DHS.

RREFPF

EAWRA

TAMnHE

ISEDR

WHAT THE PAInTInG 
SAID WHEn IT WAS 

ARRESTED

I

21
To: Frank, Frank, 
and Frank

Grab this!


